
General Nationals Overview

Please note- we have not attended a Starpower Nationals before so this is all just assumed information based
on how many companies run their nationals as well as from inspecting past years of Starpower schedules.
Everything is subject to change :)

*Competition is July 2-6. Other competitions have done solos/duets/trios on the first days and then groups from
there. I do not know what Starpower does. They will give us a general schedule about a month or so out once
their registration is complete. Then a specific schedule will come out a week or two before. In general the
schedule will be similar to a “regular” competition schedule (non-covid block). This means they have all the
small teen groups compete in one chunk of time. All of the mini small groups will be in their own chuck of time.
Maybe they’ll have mini large groups and teen small groups share a chunk of time. Then there will be several
different awards ceremonies- one after each block of dances. At most nationals, they also offer special things
like master classes, opening number practices (to be in the opening of the last day showcase), parties, etc.
These are usually scattered throughout the week and are fun to be part of.

*I will want the dancers to practice down there before their competition day.  This would be on July 1 (be
available down there as of late morning). We won’t know for sure until we get more info from Starpower.  IF the
competition starts Day 1 (7/2) with solos, etc, then we can do group practices in between those on July 2
instead of on the 1st.  Based on not knowing- I would recommend booking accommodations for either late
June 30 or early July 1. If it ends up that they are not needed on the 1st, then you can either change your
reservation or just enjoy a FL vacation day.

*There is usually a showcase or grand championship on the last day (6th). Your dancer will need to be fully
available on the 6th from morning to late night because we won’t know what time that is scheduled for or how
long it will run. If driving, yes you could head out after done.  I wouldn’t recommend booking flights for the 6th
though.

*There may/may not be time for recreation during the competition days.  If you are going to try to do some
Disney parks or other Orlando activities, I would recommend that you not buy any tickets until after we get a
tentative schedule. OR plan to stay in FL after the competition is over.  Being a competition, we will still do our
normal routine of “meet a couple hours before they perform and everyone stays for their awards ceremonies”
just like at regionals.  So depending on how many dances you are involved in and whatever extra things the
competition hosts, you may only have a few broken up hours in a day that are available for recreation.
Personally, I will be planning that if we end up with time off, we’ll do the fun stuff at the resort or do pool time
because getting back and forth to a theme park takes time plus the cost of tickets for only a couple hours at a
park is not worth it IMO.  At the same time, I will not require everyone to be present for watching dances that
they are not in.. it would be great and if you’re just at the pool then please come inside to watch. But if you
have a full day off not actually dancing, you are welcome to use the day however you like. Point is- I suggest
that you wait before buying tickets to anything.



*Since we will not have practiced or performed these dances since April, we will need to practice all together to
remember them, get the stamina back for these specific dances and movements, touch-up forgotten details,
and make any changes for open spots if someone doesn’t go to nationals. I hope to do this June 13-28.  I won’t
set practices until closer but I will say for sure that there will be nothing after the 28th in case you are wanting
to travel to FL starting the 29th. Dancers attending Nationals will also need to be in summer classes the weeks
right before Nationals.  We will take at least one week off after the spring session SO June 5-12 will be
completely dance free. I may also extend and not start summer classes until the 20th... But I need to wait and
see what the teacher’s schedules are.  We will HOWEVER still practice the week of the 13th. We will for sure
have classes the week of the 20th and 27th before heading to nationals.  Dancers need to be limber, strong,
and mentally “on” so they have their best shot at nationals. This will not be negotiable- the dancers will not be
in their best shape (or even moderate shape) if they haven’t danced since June 4th and therefore it’s not worth
all the money to do nationals. If you are wanting to do a different family vacay besides this nationals, I would
recommend doing it in early June or after Nationals but not from about June 13-June 28.  We will be practicing
and doing class!

*All dances will go in some form. I would imagine that many/most dancers will do Nationals based on the
feedback I’ve received and also being that we haven’t done one in a while due to Covid.  If there’s someone
not going, we may ask to borrow the costume so that someone else can fill in.  Other options would just be to
reset formations.  This will really all just depend on what the dance is.  If it’s a large group and someone
missing makes it a small group, we may fill in or maybe doing a small group is fine.  If a small group has a
couple people missing and it goes down to a trio, we can always do that too.  We have done all before.  It’ll be
discussed with the involved parties at the time.  All this being said, Nationals is not mandatory.  If you cannot
go, we will miss you and always want the dances to perform in full, but it’s not required.

*You are welcome to stay ANYWHERE you would like. The competition is at The Walt Disney World Dolphin
but you can stay wherever you like as long as you’re at the Dolphin when needed.  Make this trip as
economical as need or as Disney as you want.  We will have a couple all team things like a pizza party that we
will want everyone to attend but again, if you can get there when needed, stay where you want.  I put the link
online to the Starpower block for the Dolphin hotel.  I also put a link online for a company that rents Disney
Vacation Club points (Disney’s timeshare)- this can sometimes be a better option if you want a kitchenette or a
full kitchen/bedrooms/bigger villa type accommodation.  If you do, I highly suggest that you rent through this..
Don’t pay the Disney rate.  It’s cheaper to rent someone’s points and several of us have either sold or rented
points to the site that I listed so it is all legit. If you do go this route, both the Boardwalk and Beach Club are
right next to the Dolphin hotel and you can just walk there for the competition.  But you can also stay at any of
the other places.  Another option is to reserve a room at one of the Disney value or moderate resorts if you
prefer and that’s more economical. You would just need to drive over to the Dolphin (or uber).  Lastly, feel free
to stay off site if that’s what makes it doable for you.  The only thing I want to mention is Disney does have a
guest only pool policy and they do stick to it at the resorts around this area (It’s called the Epcot resort area).
This means if you are not staying at one of the resorts, they won’t let you swim there. Just a heads up so that if
you were hoping to stay off site but then come over and hang in between dances or offtime, it may not be a go.



*Other Nationals specific expenses to consider-
-Travel (if you are flying.. pay for that carry on so your costumes are in your possession!),
-Team Nationals Shirts (if we can fundraise enough, then maybe not),
-Entry Fees (these are usually a little higher than the regional ones),
-Practices in June- these were not accounted for in the original practice costs because not everyone will for

sure go to nationals (again, if we fundraise enough then we can cover these… two years ago it was like $10-20
per dance/per dancer to cover all the practices we needed to prep Nationals.  Another year, we didn’t charge
anything because we had enough in our fundraising “pot” to cover teachers’ time. This will also be dependent
on what’s needed for the dance- if everyone forgets or we need to restage some things for missing people, it’ll
be more. If it’s a quick practice, it’ll be less. Or like I said, IF WE FUNDRAISE….!!!),
-Teacher’s Time/Hotel/Travel (this will be determined by how many dances are going- I would assume all

groups- and how spread out they are. If we only need one “official/on duty” teacher, we will go with that. If they
have things stacked where we need a couple teachers at a time practicing and prepping the dancers, then we’ll
need to have more than one official working teacher. This is the same as if anyone else were to travel for their
work and the basic expenses were paid). FYI- If other teachers who are not “officially working” decide to go just
to join in the fun and they still help because that’s just what we all do.. We can’t not put our input in ;)  I will be
suggesting we cover goodies for them to thank them.
-This is not Nationals related, but we could do a “anyone who is still there on the 7th, let’s do Magic Kingdom
together” (my kids favorite trips are always ones where they see a friend there!).  We can talk about this later
and it may not be for everyone but it’s something that we could set up.

*Lastly, we will not officially register for Nationals until after the 1st?  Maybe not until early Spring?  I have
already reserved our team spot at the Nationals competition with Starpower so we are for sure going and have
a place. We will not enter the exact dances and PAY until closer.  SO you have some time to think and decide
and plan.  Right now, I’m giving hotel info because you may want to book those sooner.  Also, it’s just helpful
for everyone to have the info so you can start saving, taking time off, and all the other things that go along with
heading out of town.

Please let me know if you have questions!


